Panel Chairs of the ERC Peer Review Panels
ERC Synergy Grant Panel 2018

The Synergy call foresees a three-step evaluation, including interviews. Due to the interdisciplinary nature of Synergy proposals, the composition of the panels in step 1 is not predefined. Step 1 panel will be formed from approximately 80 Panel Members and 5 Chairs, who will ensure a wide generalist approach to review the entire spectrum of science and scholarship currently known. In addition to Synergy Panel Members, Members of other ERC frontier calls, called panel evaluators (PEVs) can complement the expertise of the Synergy panel if needed. Five panels in step 2 will be formed in a dynamic way after the step 1 filtering to ensure the best expertise for a group of proposals. The step 2 panels will be composed using the step 1 Panel Members, grouping them by around 15-18 experts in each panel. In addition to the Panel Members (who act as 'generalists'), the ERC evaluation process relies on input from Remote Referees. They do not participate in panel meetings. They are scientists and scholars who bring in the necessary specialised expertise. Remote Referees are suggested by the Panel, they work remotely and deliver their individual assessments by electronic means. In step 3, the interview panels may be reconfigured to ensure the best expertise for the proposals (ideally in 3 panels and not more than 5).

The full list of ERC peer reviewers (panel members and remote referees) will be published by the European Commission after the conclusion of the peer review process.

Panel chairs of the ERC Synergy grant 2018 call:

- Professor Amann Rudolf
- Professor Green Alan
- Professor Kotz Cimon Sonja Anette
- Professor Nordén Bengt
- Professor Ottersen Ole Petter

Questions can be addressed to:
- ERC Helpdesk
- ERC National Contact Points

Note to applicants:

This information is given for reasons of transparency. Under no circumstances should peer reviewers be contacted by applicants, potential applicants or potential host institutions. Such contact can constitute an exclusion situation and, if this situation is established in accordance with Article 106 of the Financial Regulation, will result in the decision of the ERCEA to reject the proposal concerned from the call in question.